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PANAKRIL SU ƏSASLI ÇÖL SƏTH BOYASI (WATER-BASED EXTERIOR SURFACE PAINT) 

Introduction: Acrylic-based, water-thinned, matt facade paint. 

Characteristics: Panakril paint is resistant against water and atmospheric effects, decorative exterior 
surface paint that doesn’t crack and is highly adherent on any surface, doesn’t leave traces of brush and 
paint roller, doesn’t leak when applied. In addition to being ultra-high opacity matt it also ensures 
removal of moisture on walls thanks to its air-penetrating feature.  

Technical characteristics: 

Color: See color catalogue. 

Brightness: Matt 

Dissolved matter, (mass) : 69-70% 

Particular weight (g/cm3, 20°C): 1.67-1.68 

Viscosity (KU, 25°C): 119-121 

pH (25°C): 8.0-9.0 

Instructions for use: Applied surface should be cleaned from other items and old paint. When the 
surface is properly prepared for last coat: the paint will adhere stronger, will be smooth and perfect, dry 
equally and last longer. Initially cracks are filled with PANEXTER. Then priming is carried out with PANDA 
PRIMER OR PANDABINDER, and 2-3 hours later paint is thinned with 15% water and applied twice using 
paint roller or sprayer with at least an hour interruption. Temperature of the surface and environment 
should be between 5-30°C while applying. 

Dry-out period: dries between 1-3 hours. The second coat is applied after 3 hours. Full dry-out period is 
24 hours. 

Consumption: 10-12 m2/lt for single coat subject to absorption capacity of the surface. 

Storage period: May be stored closed in its original container away from direct sunlight for 2 years, 
provided that freezing is avoided. For more information please refer to Technical Support Section. 

Safety Measures: Avoid eye contact and ingestion. Keep out of the reach of children 

Packaging information: 2.5lt, 7.5 lt,  15 lt 

• Owns AZS-034-98 Standard 
• Owns ISO 9001:2008 document 
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